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It is my belief that the Australian Government has a responsibility to ensure that Australia's Defence Force is the most capable and strongest in the world.

Our Defence Forces’ must have available to them a monetary budget that does not in any way, restrict them in pursuing their goals of protecting this great country and all fellow Australians. Their technical knowledge and I.T. knowledge has to be the leader right to the “cutting edge” and every effort to ensure this happens, has to be made.

The training of our defence personnel has to always be to, and, of the highest level and never, ever, compromised in any way.

The minute any Minister in any government in this country says “no” to any request from our Defence Forces, their portfolio should immediately be removed, because the way I see it, they are/will be betraying Australia.

I cannot put my submission any more simply or honestly. There must never, ever be any obstacle placed in the way of Defence or their Personnel.

Yours sincerely

Peter B Ireland